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Abstract 

Background: Major depressive disorder (MDD) and posttraumatic stress 

disorder (PTSD) are highly comorbid and exhibit strong correlations with one another. 

We aimed to investigate mechanisms of underlying relationships between PTSD and 

three kinds of depressive phenotypes, namely, MDD, depressed affect (DAF), and 

depression (DEP, including both MDD and the broad definition of depression).  

Methods: Genetic correlations between PTSD and the depressive phenotypes 

were tested using linkage disequilibrium score regression. Polygenic overlap analysis 

was used to estimate shared and trait-specific causal variants across a pair of traits. 

Causal relationships between PTSD and the depressive phenotypes were investigated 

using Mendelian randomization. Shared genomic loci between PTSD and MDD were 

identified using cross-trait meta-analysis. 

Results: Genetic correlations of PTSD with the depressive phenotypes were in 

the range of 0.71~0.80. The estimated numbers of causal variants were 14,565, 12,965, 

10,565, and 4,986 for MDD, DEP, DAF, and PTSD, respectively. In each case, causal 

variants contributing to PTSD were completely or largely covered by causal variants 

defining each of the depressive phenotypes. Mendelian randomization analysis 

indicates that the genetically determined depressive phenotypes confer a causal effect 

on PTSD (b = 0.21~0.31). Notably, genetically determined PTSD confers a causal 

effect on DEP (b = 0.14) and DAF (b = 0.15), but not MDD. Cross-trait meta-analysis 

of MDD and PTSD identifies 47 genomic loci, including 29 loci shared between 

PTSD and MDD. 

Conclusion: Evidence from shared genetics suggests that PTSD is a subtype of 

MDD. This study provides support to the efforts in reducing diagnostic heterogeneity 

in psychiatric nosology. 

Funding: The National Key Research and Development Program of China 

(2018YFC1314300) and the National Natural Science Foundation of China 

(81471364 and 81971255). 



 

 

Introduction 

Mental disorders confer a heavy burden on society (1). Major depressive disorder 

(MDD), which manifests as a persistently low mood, is the most prevalent mental 

disorder worldwide and is accompanied by considerable morbidity, mortality, and 

high risk of suicide (2). Posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) is a chronic, impairing 

disorder characterized by intrusive trauma-related memories, hypervigilance to and 

avoidance of trauma-related cues, and negative emotionality. A cross-national survey 

revealed a lifetime prevalence of PTSD as 3.9% of the total sample, and as 5.6% of 

those exposed to the trauma (3). 

PTSD is a highly comorbid disorder. A majority of PTSD patients also meet the 

criteria for one or more additional psychiatric disorders, with MDD being prevalent 

comorbidity (4, 5). Epidemiological studies have reported that 52% of individuals 

with PTSD are co-diagnosed with MDD (6). Comorbidity with MDD is regarded as 

an obstacle to proper PTSD diagnosing (7). In its symptoms, PTSD also overlaps with 

other mood and anxiety disorders, including anhedonia, sleep difficulty, irritability, 

and difficulty to concentrate. High levels of comorbidity and symptoms overlap raise 

questions about the validity of the entire PTSD construct (8-11). 

Although a high rate of PTSD-MDD co-occurrence has been well-established, 

little is known about the shared pathophysiological mechanisms. Identifying the 

genetic underpinnings of this comorbidity is necessary for uncovering phenotypic 

relationships between MDD and PTSD. The genetic correlation coefficient is a 

prevailing measure to quantify the genetic relationship between two traits, with the 

sign of the correlation coefficient being used as an indicator for the direction of the 

shared genetic effects. However, when dealing with mixtures of effect directions 

across shared genetic variants, genetic correlation analyses may be underpowered (12). 

Because of that, the polygenic overlap was recently proposed to measure the fraction 

of genetic variants causally associated with both traits over the total number of causal 

variants across a pair of traits involved (12). 



 

 

In this study, we estimate genetic correlation and polygenic overlap between 

PTSD and the depressive phenotypes and perform multi-SNP Mendelian 

randomization (MR) analysis on summary results presented in GWAS datasets. Next, 

cross-trait meta-analyses were employed to identify the pleiotropic genomic loci and 

the genes shared between MDD and PTSD. Finally, we discuss the potential benefits 

of integrating PTSD as a subtype of MDD. 



 

 

Results 

Genetic correlation and polygenic overlap analysis 

As shown in Table 1, PTSD displays a high genetic correlation with the 

depressive phenotypes (rg = 0.71~0.80). The estimated amounts of causal variants 

were 14,565 ± 706, 12,965 ± 350, 10,565 ± 453, and 4,986 ± 1960 for MDD, DEP, 

DAF, and PTSD, respectively. Summarily, these causal variants contribute 90% of the 

heritability for each trait. In each case, causal variants contributing to PTSD were 

completely or nearly covered by causal variants defining each of the depressive 

phenotypes analyzed (Figure 1A-C). 

MR analysis 

Mendelian randomization analysis indicates that the genetically determined 

depressive phenotypes confer a causal effect on PTSD (b = 0.21~0.31, Table 1). 

Notably, genetically determined PTSD confers a causal effect on DEP (b = 0.14) and 

DAF (b = 0.15) phenotypes, but not MDD (Table 1, Figure 2). At a P-value threshold 

of 5×10-8, there were not enough instrumental variants to analyze the causal effect of 

PTSD on the depressive phenotypes; therefore, a P-value threshold of 1×10-5 was 

used. MR-Egger did not support any pleiotropic effect biasing the estimates of the 

causal effects between PTSD and the depressive phenotypes (MR Egger intercept < 

0.01, P > 0.05, Supplementary Table 1). 

Cross-trait meta-analysis 

The cross-trait meta-analysis of MDD and PTSD revealed 47 loci harboring 111 

independent significant SNPs (IndSigSNPs), and 53 lead SNPs, including 67 

pleiotropic IndSigSNPs located in 29 loci associated with both traits (Figure 1D, 

Figure 3A, Table 2, Supplementary Table 2-3). IndSigSNPs were identified, when 

their P-values were genome-wide significant (P ≤ 5.0 × 10−8) and independent of each 

other (r2 < 0.6). Lead SNPs were identified as a subset of the independent significant 

SNPs that were in LD with each other at r2 < 0.1 within a 500 kb window. The 

association signals mapped to 1p31.1, 5q14.3, and 13q14.3 loci are shown in Figure 



 

 

3B-D. Λmeta values were 1.09 ± 0.01, 1.16 ± 0.01, and 1.07 ± 0.01 between PTSD 

and MDD, DEP, and DAF, respectively, indicating no significant overlap of GWAS 

samples. Quantile-quantile (QQ) plots of the observed meta-analysis statistics versus 

the expected statistics under the null model of no associations in the -log10(P) scale 

are shown in Supplementary Figure 1. According to tissue expression analysis, these 

associations were significantly enriched in brain tissues (Supplementary Figures 2 and 

3). 

A total of 91 protein-coding genes were identified at the P threshold of 5 × 10-8 

level (Supplementary Table 4). Of these genes, 67 (73.6%) were shared by the two 

disorders, and the remaining 24 were associated with MDD only. The genes identified 

in the present meta-analysis, but not detected by the input GWAS were called 

“study-novel” genes. The genes identified in the present meta-analysis, but not 

reported by any previous GWAS for a given trait were called “trait-novel” genes. 

Among the 91 genes associated with MDD, 74 genes were labeled as 

study-novel, and 51 genes as trait-novel. Twenty-four out of 74 study-novel genes 

were reported for MDD by one or more previous GWAS. Among the 51 trait-novel 

genes, twelve have been reported for their association with one or more of other 

mental traits, including MEF2C, NKAPL, and EP300 (Supplementary Table 4). All the 

67 genes associated with PTSD were trait-novel (Supplementary Table 4), of which 

33 genes have been previously reported for one or more of the seven mental traits 

(Supplementary Table 4). Some of the pleiotropic genes and their associated traits are 

described in Figure 4 and Supplementary Table 5. 



 

 

Discussion 

Studies of PTSD have shown that the presence of comorbidity is the rule rather 

than the exception, with depressive disorder being the most commonly ascertained 

comorbid diagnosis. The construct of PTSD is widely debated due to its inherent 

controversy (13, 14). In particular, symptoms overlap of PTSD with other psychiatric 

diagnoses, along with commonly detected comorbidity raises concerns about its 

distinctive mental disorder nature. 

Several explanations of comorbidity between PTSD and MDD have been 

suggested (15). One of the models posits that PTSD and depression share common 

risk factors or vulnerabilities. Another model suggests that the detection of 

comorbidity is an artifact of symptom overlap (16). The relationship between PTSD 

and MDD has been explored previously, with advanced statistical approaches. 

Confirmatory factor analyses and bi-factor model may aid in partitioning a 

disease-specific variance from its shared variance. In this analysis, each item can load 

to a subscale factor and a general bifactor, or a “general distress factor”. A recent 

study employed confirmatory factor analyses and a bifactor model to show that the 

comorbidity between PTSD and depression may be accounted by the general distress 

factor (11), which represents a transdiagnostic component spanning many mental 

disorders (17, 18). Here we revealed a causal association between PTSD and MDD, 

extending the genetic foundation for the shared vulnerability between the two traits. 

The case of one disease encompassing another (or one disease being a sub-type of 

another) may present an extreme case of the shared vulnerability model. 

As of now, the strongest genetic correlations between two psychiatric conditions 

were detected for bipolar disorder and schizophrenia, with the correlation coefficients 

being around 0.70 (19-21). At his time, however, it is already clear that all mental 

disorders are genetically inter-correlated and interconnected, thus, suggesting that 

current diagnostic boundaries may not adequately reflect underlying etiology and 

emphasizing the need for further refinements of psychiatric nosology. 



 

 

Given that the evidence supporting conceptual differentiation of depression and 

PTSD is limited, here we attempted to examine underlying dimensions of these two 

psychopathological conditions. We have detected an extraordinary high genetic 

correlation between MDD and PTSD (r = 0.80), which was higher than that for the 

BD-SZ correlations reported earlier. A similarly strong genetic correlation was also 

reported for PTSD and the depressive symptoms (r = 0.80) (22). These observations 

provide direct evidence supporting the closeness of MDD and PTSD, at the level 

inconceivable for two distinct nosological entities. 

Polygenic overlap analysis indicates that MDD and DEP each possess twice 

larger polygenic components than those of PTSD. Most intriguing, the set of causal 

variants contributing to PTSD is all covered by the causal variants of MDD and DEP 

in its entirety, pointing that the genetically determined component of PTSD is an 

integral part of MDD genetics. The complete overlap observed in this study is a 

strong argument against classifying MDD and PTSD cases as belonging to two 

distinctive disease categories. Instead, it suggests that PTSD may be a part of MDD, 

due to their shared etiology. 

MDD-PTSD overlap was detected in the course of the cross-trait meta-analysis 

at the genome-wide level, which had revealed a substantial overlap of the genomic 

loci contributing to MDD and PTSD, with 29 out of 30 genomic loci contributing to 

PTSD being shared with MDD. In other words, nearly all of the top risk signals for 

PTSD confer the risk of MDD as well. When summarily evidence is considered 

altogether, as an overlap of the causal variants, genomic loci, and risk genes, MDD 

and PTSD become inseparable, with a provision that MDD is influenced by a broader 

spectrum of causal gene variants than PTSD. 

For both MDD and PTSD, the present analysis highlights a set of novel risk 

genes, including some protein-coding ones. Among the 74 study-novel genes, nearly 

one-third (24 out 74) replicated the signals observed in previous GWASs, which is 

unlikely to happen by chance (Fisher’s P = 4.89 ×10-19, given that the total number of 



 

 

protein-coding genes being 30,000). All the 67 genes associated with PTSD were 

trait-novel genes, of which 33 have been implicated by one or more other mental traits. 

Respectively, the set of 67 PTSD-associated genes was significantly enriched in risk 

genes contributing to any of the seven mental traits (Fisher’s P = 1.38 ×10-19). The 

results of the two enrichment tests support the validity of the meta-analysis findings 

presented here. 

Additionally, we have identified a set of genes novel for PTSD. Detailed analysis 

of these genes may provide additional insights into the shared pathogenesis of the two 

illnesses, with some of the shared genes possibly contributing to the treatment 

response. Previous studies have reported only a limited number of genome-wide 

genes with a significant association to PTSD, including 35 protein-coding genes 

(GWAS catalog). Presented results greatly expand the current repertoire of the risk 

gene contributing to PTSD by adding the 67 novel genes to the set. The list of 

pleiotropic risk factors acting across a variety of psychiatric disorders includes such 

well-described candidates as NEGR1, SOX5, SORCS3, DCC, and TCF4 and indicates 

that MDD and PTSD are part of the greater spectrum of mental disorders with shared 

genetic liability.  

For further dissection, we concentrated on three particular loci providing an 

influence on both MDD and PTSD. The 1p31.1 locus contains the pleiotropic gene 

NEGR1, well-known for its contribution to a variety of mental disorders. It encodes 

neuronal growth regulator 1 (NEGR1), a member of the IgLON superfamily of cell 

adhesion molecules (CAMs) (23). NEGR1 is highly expressed in the cerebral cortex 

and hippocampus, suggesting its function in neurodevelopment (24, 25). In mice, a 

deficiency of Negr1 shifts the ratio of excitatory/inhibitory neurons and influences 

adaptive behavioral profiles (26), thus, indicating that its GWAS-confirmed 

involvement in a wide spectrum of psychiatric disorders roots in the intrinsic function 

rather than in the co-localization with regulatory lncRNAs. Peculiarly, NEGR1 

variations were reported to be associated with both obesity and the response to the 



 

 

treatment with selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs) (27). Moreover, in the 

cerebral cortex of rats, expression levels of NEGR1 are affected by treatment with 

common antidepressant venlafaxine (28). 

Located within the 5q14.3 region, the LINC00461-MEF2C gene cluster is one of 

the most pleiotropic genome regions contributing to many major psychiatric traits 

(29). The MEF2C protein plays a crucial role in the neuronal development of the 

neocortex, where its expression is abundant (30). In particular, it promotes forming of 

the neuronal synapses (31, 32), rescues neuronal cells from apoptosis (33), and 

regulates differentiation and maturation of the neural progenitors (34). MEF2C has 

been implicated in multiple neuropsychiatric phenotypes and disorders, including 

ASD, SZ, and Alzheimer’s disease (35-39). Adjacent long non-coding RNA 

LINC00461 is also brain-predominant, with its sequence and expression pattern being 

highly conserved across a diverse set of species (40). 

The strongest association signal for PTSD was found on chromosome 13 (P = 

4.79 × 10-20), in a region spanning non-coding mRNAs LINC01065, PCDH8P1, and 

RN7SL618P as well as olfactomedin 4–encoding gene OLFM4, which takes part in 

innate immunity, inflammation, and cancer. Even if this region was repeatedly 

implicated in depression and the related phenotypes (41, 42), it remains understudied. 

A possibility of OLFM4 involvement in cross-talks between the tissues of the 

gut-brain axis warrants future investigations.  

It is important to note that observational epidemiological studies are subject to 

various biases resulting from confounding factors and reverse causation. An analytic 

framework of MR utilizes genetic variants as instrumental variables, thus, allowing 

one to test for causative association between an exposure and an outcome. Here we 

employed MR analysis to evaluate the causal effects between PTSD and the 

depressive phenotypes. Our results indicate causal effects of the liability to the 

depressive phenotypes on PTSD, suggesting that the individuals carrying risk variants 

for the depressive phenotypes also have an increased risk for the development of 



 

 

PTSD. This finding is in line with the common observation that a history of MDD or 

DAF serves as a risk factor for the development of trauma-induced PTSD (5). On the 

other hand, the genetic liability to PTSD also increases the risk for DEP or DAF, but 

on a smaller scale than the effects of the depressive phenotypes on PTSD. This is 

understandable, given that a set of causal variants contributing to PTSD represents 

only half of a set contributing to MDD or DEP. 

Taken together, our observations suggest that the two previously distinct 

disorders, PTSD and MDD are the one and that the detected differences are largely 

reflecting circumstances rather than intrinsic pathology. PTSD is the most common 

psychopathological outcome of exposure to trauma, while post-traumatic MDD 

diagnosis is the second in its prevalence (43). Upon exposure to trauma and 

depending on genetic and environmental circumstances, individuals with high liability 

may experience an onset of PTSD, MDD, or both. 

Presented data support the placement of PTSD into a larger category of MDD as 

its subtype. The results of this study may have important implications for refining or 

restructuring current psychiatric nosology. Since no pharmacotherapies specifically 

address PTSD, the notion that PTSD may be a subtype of MDD is consistent with the 

common pharmacological practice of administering antidepressants (44). Because of 

that, conceptualizing PTSD into the MDD spectrum will not lead to an 

oversimplification or a bias in clinical practice. From an analytic standpoint, 

integration of PTSD with MDD may lead to an acquisition of additional insights, 

including a set of novel genetic contributors, similar to ones revealed in the present 

cross-trait meta-analysis. 

Since genetic variations are inherited, and, therefore, do not change with 

circumstances of one’s life, they serve as reliable, objective variables, which represent 

the pathophysiological roots of a trait rather than its symptoms. Strengths of this study 

include the use of large GWAS datasets covering both PTSD and the depressive 

phenotypes and the deliberate limiting of studied populations to individuals of 



 

 

European ancestry. Hence, possible heterogeneity is reduced. Lastly, in the present 

study, the genetic relationships between PTSD and depressive phenotypes were 

discerned systematically, by engaging multiple analytic frameworks. In light of some 

limitations, this study should be interpreted with caution. In particular, its focus on the 

genetic component of each trait leads us to the necessary exclusion of environmental 

components. Therefore, validation of our findings in additional datasets is warranted, 

especially in samples from other populations. 

Conclusions 

In summary, the multiple lines of evidence converge to support that, from the 

point of view of a geneticist, PTSD may be a subtype of MDD. This inference may 

have implications for the psychiatric nosology, and may lead to eventual improvement 

in the diagnosis and the treatment of psychiatric disorders. 



 

 

Method 

GWAS summary Datasets and quality control 

This study relied on summary-level data that have been made publicly available. 

Ethical approval had been obtained in all original studies. In addition, part of the 

MDD dataset was obtained from the 23andMe, after approval. MDD dataset, 

comprised of 135,458 cases and 344,901 healthy controls, was derived from seven 

case-control cohorts (45). A total of 44 loci were identified as associated with major 

depression (45). The DEP dataset contained 246,363 cases and 561,190 controls from 

UK Biobank, 23andMe, and Psychiatric Genomics Consortium (PGC); its analysis led 

to identifying 102 loci (46). The DAF dataset contained 357,957 participants from the 

UK Biobank (UKB) (47). To obtain scores for the cluster depressed affect, the sum of 

scores on four Eysenck Personality Questionnaire Revised Short Form items was 

utilized. PTSD dataset included 23,212 cases and 151,447 controls (22). PTSD was 

confirmed based either on lifetime (where possible) or current PTSD. All the patients 

were from the European population. For each dataset, detailed descriptions and 

quality control are provided in the Supplementary File. 

Genetic correlation and polygenic overlap analysis 

GWAS summary results were utilized to analyze the genetic correlation of MDD 

with PTSD using LD score regression software (LDSC, v1.0.1) (48, 49). Polygenic 

overlap was analyzed by MiXeR v1.3 using default parameters (12). In the MiXeR 

pipeline, total amounts of shared and trait-specific causal variants across a pair of 

traits were estimated. The test statistics of MiXeR account for the effects of the 

linkage disequilibrium (LD) structure, the minor allele frequency (MAF), the sample 

size, the cryptic relationships, and the sample overlap. The total amount of causal 

variants was reported as 22.6% of the total estimate, which covers 90% of SNP 

heritability for each trait. 

MR analysis 



 

 

Bidirectional causal associations between MDD and PTSD were inferred using 

GSMR v1.0.9 (50). Instrumental variants were selected based on default P ≤ 5×10-8. 

In an MR analysis, pleiotropy is a known source of inflated estimations (51), which 

necessitates the use of additional statistics. In GSMR, genetic instruments with 

apparent disease-specific or risk factor-specific pleiotropic effects are detected and 

eliminated by the HEIDI-outlier procedure (52). The intercept from the MR-Egger 

model was used as a measure of the directional pleiotropy (53). 

Cross-trait meta-analysis 

Using the subset-based fixed-effects method ASSET v2.4.0, which permits the 

characterization of each SNP with respect to the pattern of its effects on multiple 

phenotypes (54), we performed a cross-trait meta-analysis of MDD and PTSD. For 

each variant, a P-value showing the best subset containing the studies contributing to 

the overall association signal was recorded. Each meta-analysis pooled the effects of a 

given SNP across K studies, weighting these effects by the size of the study. After 

subset-based meta-analysis, SNPs with P-values < 5×10-8 were considered statistically 

significant. FUMA was used for functional annotation and gene-mapping of the 

variants and for identifying LD-independent genomic regions (55). For each outcome 

of the cross-trait meta-analysis, tissue enrichment was quantified by SNP-based 

analysis conducted in FUMA (55). To explore whether the genes highlighted by our 

meta-analysis have been previously identified in GWASs, we mined the GWAS 

Catalog database (https://www.ebi.ac.uk/gwas/) (56) for seven common mental traits, 

including MDD, schizophrenia (SZ), bipolar disorder (BD), autism spectrum disorder 

(ASD), attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), neuroticism, and insomnia. 

To ensure that sample overlap had not inflated the estimates of genetic overlap 

between PTSD and the depressive phenotypes, λmeta statistics were calculated (57). 

In calculating λmeta, sample overlap or heterogeneity is detected by measuring 

concordance of effect sizes. Under the null hypothesis, λmeta = 1 when the pair of 

cohorts are completely independent. When samples overlap, λmeta is less than 1. 



 

 

Statistics 

This study estimated genetic correlation and polygenic overlap between PTSD 

and the depressive phenotypes by linkage disequilibrium score regression and 

polygenic overlap analysis, investigated bidirectional causal relationships between 

MDD and the depressive phenotypes by two-sample Mendelian randomization and 

identified the pleiotropic genomic loci and the genes shared between MDD and PTSD 

by cross-trait meta-analysis (P < 5.0 × 10-8). All the statistical analyses were 

conducted in R 3.6.1 or Python 3.7 environment. A detailed description of the 

methods is provided in the Supplementary File. P values lower than 0.05 were 

considered significant, and multiple testing was adjusted by false discovery rate 

(FDR). 

Study approval 

As the current study was based on published studies and public databases, no 

additional ethics approval or consent to participate was required. 
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Figure legends 
 
Figure 1. Shared causal variants and genomic loci between the depressive 
phenotypes and PTSD. A-C: Venn diagrams of unique and shared causal variants, 
showing polygenic overlap between PTSD and the depressive phenotypes. The 
numbers indicate the estimated quantity of causal variants (in thousands) per 
component, explaining 90% of SNP-attributed heritability for each phenotype. The 
numbers within parentheses indicate standard errors. D: Venn diagrams of genomic 
loci overlapped between MDD and PTSD. The numbers indicate amounts of genomic 
loci either unique for each condition or shared between MDD and PTSD.” 

 
 



 

 

Figure 2. The causal effect between posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) and 
major depressive disorder (MDD), depression (DEP), and depressed affect (DAF). 
The trait on the x-axis denotes exposure; the trait on the y-axis denotes outcome; each 
cross point represents an instrumental variant. The lines denote effect sizes (b) of 
exposure on outcome. 

 



 

 

Figure 3. A meta-analysis of major depressive disorder (MDD) and 
posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD). A: Manhattan plot of meta-analysis of MDD 
with PTSD. The x-axis is the chromosomal position of SNPs and the y-axis is the 
significance of the SNPs (-log10P). B-D: Three genomic loci. Each SNP is color-coded 
based on the highest r2 to one of the independent significant SNPs if that is greater or 
equal to the r2 threshold of 0.6. Other SNPs (below the r2 of 0.6) are colored in grey. 
The top lead SNPs in genomic risk loci, lead SNPs, and indSigSNPs are circled in 
black and colored in dark-purple, purple and red, respectively. Red lines: Genes 
mapped by positional mapping (mapped genes). Blue lines: Non-mapped 
protein-coding genes. Dark grey lines: Non-mapped non-coding genes. 

 



 

 

Figure 4. Shared genes between PTSD and MDD and their associations with 
common mental traits reported by previous GWAS. SZ: schizophrenia; MDD: 
major depressive disorder; BD: bipolar disorder; ASD: autism spectrum disorder; 
ADHD: attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder; PTSD: posttraumatic stress disorder. 



 

 

Table 1. Genetic correlation and Mendelian randomization analyses of the depressive phenotypes and PTSD  
Trait  Genetic correlation 

rg ± s.e.       P        FDR 

Mendelian randomization 

 b ± s.e.      P       FDR      N     OR(CI95%) 

Reverse Mendelian randomization 

b ± s.e.      P        FDR      N   OR(CI95%) 

MDD 0.80 ± 0.08 5.06E-24 5.06E-24 0.22 ± 0.04 4.83E-07 4.83E-07 47 1.25 (1.15-1.35) 0.06 ± 0.04 0.120 0.120 40 1.06 (0.98-1.15) 

DAF 0.71 ± 0.07 4.03E-25 6.05E-25 0.21 ± 0.03 1.13E-12 1.69E-12 74 1.23 (1.16-1.31) 0.15 ± 0.03 3.51E-08 1.05E-07 
35 1.16 (1.10-1.23) 

Depression 0.75 ± 0.07 3.16E-27 9.48E-27 0.31 ± 0.03 7.11E-19 2.13E-18 118 1.36 (1.29-1.45) 0.14 ± 0.04 5.36E-04 8.04E-04 
37 1.15 (1.06-1.24) 

MDD: Major depressive disorder; DAF: depressed affect. s.e.: standard error; N: number of instrumental variants.
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Table 2. Genomic loci of the meta-analysis of MDD and PTSD 
No Chr:Start-End Top SNP P Genes 

1 1:37147203-37194204 rs218985 1.09E-08 FTLP18 
2 1:72512988-74077588 rs1460942 1.81E-14 NEGR1,RPL31P12,KRT8P21,RN7SKP19 
3 1:80784642-80871734 rs6667297 1.44E-09  
4 1:181572088-181625702 rs2332571 2.20E-08 CACNA1E 
5 2:22430795-22545027 rs11124319 7.32E-09  
6 2:126989969-127342267 rs76485002 4.43E-09 YWHAZP2,GYPC 
7 2:157014004-157150188 rs1226412 1.94E-08 NR4A2 
8 3:193284624-193394711 rs7649917 4.26E-08 ATP13A4 
9 4:27966505-28098156 rs2871304 4.94E-08  
10 5:87513722-88065637 rs247910 3.54E-10 TMEM161B-AS1,LINC00461 
11 5:103671867-104082179 rs10078807 1.06E-11 RN7SL255P 
12 5:164465319-164748918 rs11135349 5.99E-12  
13 6:25684606-29607101 rs6905391 2.36E-11 HIST1H3PS1,RNU6-1259P,BTN3A2,BTN2A1,BTN1A1

,MCFD2P1,HIST1H2BN,HIST1H2BPS2,HIST1H1B,ZK
SCAN4,PGBD1 

14 7:12233848-12285140 rs1042949 3.16E-08 TMEM106B 
15 9:11179005-11771159 rs11515172 3.91E-09  
16 9:37044024-37306628 rs77457816 4.75E-08  
17 11:57404779-57681828 rs2509805 2.12E-09 OR5AZ1P 
18 12:23929026-23979791 rs4074723 2.70E-08 SOX5 
19 12:121088369-121383662 rs58235352 1.64E-08  
20 13:53608084-54056553 rs12552 4.79E-20 OLFM4,LINC01065,PCDH8P1,RN7SL618P 
21 13:99096204-99096204 rs72652244 2.51E-08 FARP1 
22 14:41969803-42310739 rs1950829 1.30E-09 LRFN5 
23 14:104009939-104174123 rs10149470 9.00E-09 RNU7-160P,KLC1,APOPT1 
24 15:37581276-37840264 rs8037355 1.81E-13  
25 16:13021889-13118299 rs12935276 1.62E-08 SHISA9 
26 16:21595126-21705837 rs11646401 1.14E-08 METTL9 
27 18:36777092-36897247 rs62099069 1.69E-09 LINC00669 
28 18:53067954-53125364 rs12958048 2.94E-11 TCF4 
29 20:39620847-40170946 rs41278104 1.94E-09 PLCG1,EMILIN3 

Chr: chromosome; BP: base position. 
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